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Digital Transformation and Ethics 2021-03

the digitalization robotization and automatization of society and of economy and the use of artificial intelligence embrace chances and challenges from an ethical

perspective due to their moral capability technological progress must receive its ethical orientation from humans this book discusses digital transformation from an ethical

standpoint after an introduction on the correlation between morality and technology and an assessment of the moral capability of technologies the book introduces in a first

part ethical principles serving the evaluation of the digital transformation of society and of economy and the use of artificial intelligence in a second part the digital

transformation and its chances and challenges are analyzed from an ethical perspective in a third part ethical approaches addressing the challenges are developed one of

the research focuses of peter g kirchschlaeger department of theology at the university of lucerne and visiting fellow at yale university lies on digitalization robotization and

automatization of society and of economy and the use of artificial intelligence from an ethical perspective

Virtues of the Will 1995

in virtues of the will bonnie kent traces late thirteenth century debates about the freedom of the will moral weakness and other issues that helped change the course of

western ethics she argues that one cannot understand the controversies of the period or see duns scotus in perspective without paying due attention to his immediate

predecessors the influential secular master henry of ghent walter of bruges william de la mare peter olivi and other franciscans seemingly radical doctrines in scotus often

turn out to be moderate in comparison to other near contemporary views and striking scotistic innovations often turn out to be something approaching commonplaces of

franciscan thought this study presents the controversies of the period less as a reaction by theologians against philosophy than as genuine philosophical debates about

problems raised by aristotle s thought and it presents scotus s teachings less as a break with tradition than as a reasonably natural response to issues debated by his

predecessors the overall aim is to recover part of a late thirteenth century dialogue about the will and morality by explaining in a clear accessible style the sometimes

complex issues debated during this period virtues of the will helps readers understand not only the historical and doctrinal context but also the more enduring philosophical



problems posed by aristotle s teachings

Digital Transformation and Ethics 2020-12-03

everything is digital whether it concerns the private sphere work or public life the technological progress involves both enormous chances and great risks what are the

social challenges we face which role does ethics play will the digital revolution necessarily serve the common good experts from various fields among them computer

science economy sociology and philosophy address these questions and contribute to a necessary critical dialogue

The Holy Spirit and Ethics in Paul 2013

volker rabens answers the question of how according to the apostle paul the holy spirit enables religious ethical life in the first part of the book the author discusses the

established view that the spirit is a material substance which transforms people ontologically by virtue of its physical nature in order to assess this stoic reading of paul the

author examines all the passages from the hebrew bible early judaism hellenism and paul that have been put forward in support of this concept of ethical enabling he

concludes that there is no textual evidence in early judaism or paul that the spirit was conceived as a material substance furthermore none of these or any of the graeco

roman writings show that ethical living derives from the transformation of the substance of the person that is imbued with a physical spirit the second part of the study

offers a fresh approach to the ethical work of the spirit which is based on a relational concept of paul s theology rabens argues that it is primarily through initiating and

sustaining an intimate relationship with god the father jesus christ and with the community of faith that the spirit transforms and empowers people for ethical living the

author establishes this thesis on the basis of an exegetical study of a variety of passages from the pauline corpus in addition he demonstrates that paul lived in a context

in which this dynamic of ethical empowering was part of the religious framework of various jewish groups



Digital Change and Ethics 2020-08-20

it has become increasingly apparent that humanity s complex social political and economic systems are incompatible with the finite capacity of the earth to replenish

resources and absorb wastes if the planet is to continue to be habitable for the myriad web of other creatures that make life possible humans must transform their

systems so that they are aligned with natural systems one thing is sureit will not be nature s laws the delicate interdependence that characterizes earth s ecosystems that

change the change must begin within each person and from there permeate throughout our social political and economic structures the contributors to this volume believe

that such transformations are urgently needed and possible and they offer specific examples they suggest solutions that call for new perspectives in our ethics beliefs

traditions economy business gender relations education and technology they show that human beings have the power to implement changes in all natural and social

environments the chapters in this book have been organized around three keywords reconnecting reframing and rethinking the contributors argue that we need to

reconnect with the earth and nature as well as with each other and parts of ourselves that we have ignored for too long we need to reframe the way in which people

prioritize choices in the economy the way we do business and pursue development and we need to rethink the mission of education and the roles of technology

Ethical Transformations for a Sustainable Future 2017-09-29

buddhism points out that emphasizing individuality and promoting the greatest fulfillment of the desires of the individual conjointly lead to destruction the book promotes

the basic value choices of buddhism namely happiness peace and permanence happiness research convincingly shows that not material wealth but the richness of

personal relationships determines happiness not things but people make people happy western economics tries to provide people with happiness by supplying enormous

quantities of things and today s dominating business models are based on and cultivates narrow self centeredness but what people need are caring relationships and

generosity buddhist economics makes these values accessible by direct provision peace can be achieved in nonviolent ways wanting less can substantially contribute to

this endeavor and make it happen more easily permanence or ecological sustainability requires a drastic cutback in the present level of consumption and production



globally this reduction should not be an inconvenient exercise of self sacrifice in the noble ethos of reducing suffering it can be a positive development path for humanity

Ethical Principles and Economic Transformation - A Buddhist Approach 2011-05-17

based on intensive long term study this comparative book traces the role of ethics in the formation of modernity in four western nations the us britain france and germany

münch s analysis spans several centuries of historical and political development while ethics has played a clear role in the west s transition to modernity he shows that its

role has varied substantially and that it has influenced the development of each nation s political and social institutions the book begins with an assessment of the ethics

of the west in contrast with the east münch then looks at the formation of the ethics of modernity from ancient judaism to ascetic protestantism and modern secularized

culture the ethics of modernity builds a systematic reconstruction of the ethical formation of modernity in its different stages and variations concluding with current

globalization trends

The Ethics of Modernity 2001

transformation ethics develops a new framework for christian moral reasoning called transformation ethics and applies it to three of the 21st century s most pressing

ethical dilemmas author thomas mcfaul builds on the premise that the bridge leading from faith to action is the moral imagination the transformation framework synthesizes

the strengths of four of christianity s major traditions of moral reasoning faith love moral law character and justice liberation the two hyphenated pairs of faith and love and

of justice and liberation reflect the close coupling of these terms throughout the history of christian ethics transformation ethics traces the historic development of these

four traditions from the old testament to the modern eras and then integrates their strengths to create the transformation framework using the transformation framework

mcfaul offers solution to the moral challenges that surround capital punishment genetic modification and homosexuality



Transformation Ethics 2003

schwartz guides readers through the current and historical ethical landscape both of business and of the world in which it operates

Adaptive Ethics for Digital Transformation 2023-07-25

this book contains diverse and critical reflections on richard rorty s contributions to ethics an aspect of his thought that has been relatively neglected together they

demonstrate that rorty offers a compelling and coherent ethical vision the book s chapters grouped thematically explore rorty s emphasis on the importance of moral

imagination social relations language and literature as instrumental for ethical self transformation as well as for strengthening what rorty called social hope which entails

constant work toward a more democratic inclusive and cosmopolitan society and world several contributors address the ethical implications of rorty s commitment to a

vision of political liberalism without philosophical foundations others offer critical examinations of rorty s claim that our private or individual projects of self creation can or

should be held apart from our public goals of ameliorating social conditions and reducing cruelty and suffering some contributors explore hurdles that impede the practical

applications of certain of rorty s ideas the ethics of richard rorty will appeal to scholars and advanced students interested in american philosophy and ethics

The Ethics of Richard Rorty 2022-05-05

this book provides the first comparative analysis of the three major streams of contemporary narrative psychology as they have been developed in north america europe

and australia and new zealand interrogating the historical and cultural conditions in which this important movement in psychology has emerged the book presents clear

well structured comparisons and critique of the key theories of narrative psychology pioneered across the globe examples include dan mcadams in the us and his

followers who have developed a distinctive approach to self and identity as a life story over the past two decades in the netherlands by hubert hermans whose research

on the dialogical self has made the university of nijmegen a centre of narrative psychological research in europe and in australia and new zealand where the collaborative



efforts of michael white and david epston helped to launch the narrative movement in psychotherapy in the late 1980s

Ethics and Technology 1994

this book proposes a holistic transdisciplinary approach to sustainability as a subject of social sciences at the same time this approach shows new ways as perspectives

of philosophy political science law economics sociology cultural studies and others are here no longer regarded separately instead integrated perspectives on the key

issues are carved out perspectives on conditions of transformation to sustainability on key instruments and the normative questions this allows for a concise answer to

urgent and controversial questions such as the following is the eu an environmental pioneer is it possible to achieve sustainability by purely technical means if not will that

mean to end of the growth society how to deal with the follow up problems how will societal change be successful are political power and capitalism the main barriers to

sustainability what is the role of emotions and conceptions of normality in the transformation process to which degree are rebound and shifting effects the reason why

sustainability politics fail how much climate protection can be claimed ethically and legally e g on grounds of human rights and what is freedom despite all rhetoric the

weak transition in energy climate agriculture and conservation serves as key example in this book it is shown how the paris agreement is weak with regard to details and

at the same time overrules the growth society by means of a radical 1 5 1 8 degrees temperature limit it is shown how emissions trading must and can be reformed

radically it is shown why csr education cooperation and happiness research are overrated and we will see what an integrated politics on climate biodiversity nitrogen and

soil might look like this book deals with conditions of transformation governance instruments ethics and law of sustainability the relevance of the humanities to

sustainability has never before been demonstrated so vividly and broadly as here and in every area it opens up some completely new perspectives prof dr dr h c mult

ernst ulrich von weizsäcker club of rome honorary president taking a transdisciplinary perspective the book canvasses the entire spectrum of issues relevant to

sustainability a most valuable and timely contribution to the debate prof dr klaus bosselmann university of auckland author of the principle of sustainability this books

breathes life into the concept of sustainability felix ekardt tears down the barriers between disciplines and builds a holistic fundament for sustainablility fit to guide long

term decision making on the necessary transformation and societal change prof dr christina voigt oslo university dept of public and international law



Narrative Psychology 2016-04-28

blending theory and practice this innovative interdisciplinary text equips students to act as ethical change agents who improve the moral performance of their work

organizations written in a reader friendly style the book is structured around levels of organizational behavior author craig e johnson examines ethics in not just

corporations but all types of workplace organizations including nonprofit government military and educational entities

Sustainability 2019-07-29

the subject of normalization and its relationship with sex gender is a major one in feminist theory and heyes book takes a theoretical approach to foucault s work in this

area

Ethics in the Workplace 2006-11-22

this volume represents discussion and comments from a conference of academics corporate executives and federal officials examining the ethics of mergers acquisitions

and takeovers topics addressed are timely considering the massive restructuring occurring in corporate america as well as the trend to more fully integrate ethics into

business school curriculums this book provides a thought provoking and wide ranging survey of the issue of ethics in us business highly recommended choice this book

seeks to relate ethical and philosophical considerations to the pragmatic concerns of business operation its audience is corporate executives and financial planners

involved in mergers and takeovers business information alert in the wake of major insider trading scandals on wall street and serious debates over the benefits of

corporate mergers and takeovers ethics in business has become a topic of paramount importance both in the corporate world itself and in the business school community

this volume presents a discussion by a distinguished group of corporate executives and academic specialists of the ethical issues involved in mergers acquisitions and

takeovers the result of a major conference sponsored by the center for business ethics at bentley college the book seeks to relate ethical and philosophical considerations



to the pragmatic concerns of business operation in their provocative exploration of the issues involved the contributors address such subjects as employee interests

stakeholder welfare managerial ethics the problem of insider trading and more divided into five major sections the volume begins with several chapters that offer an

overview of ethical and moral issues in organizational transformations the second section presents corporate labor and government views of the issues involved and

includes chapters by edward l hennessy jr of allied signal daniel w sherrick of the uaw and david t scheffman of the federal trade commission among others in the

following chapters the contributors address ethical aspects of the strategies and tactics used to effect mergers and takeovers paying particular attention to their impact on

management and employee interests section four presents some alternative approaches to corporate restructuring while the final section includes actual case studies of

the relationship between ethical issues and practical bottomline business concerns must reading for corporate executives and financial experts involved in the business of

mergers and takeovers this book is also an ideal supplemental text for graduate courses in business ethics

Self-Transformations 2007-08-16

rebecca todd peters argues for an ethic of solidarity as a new model for how people of faith in the first world can live with integrity in the midst of global injustice and

shape a more just future addressing the economic and social structures of our globalized context peters shows how a concrete ethics rooted in the christian tradition of

justice and transformation is deeply informed by solidarity and relationality utilizing these theologically rich resources an ethics of relational reflection action and

construction is provided as an avenue for building viable strategies for social transformation

The Ethics of Organizational Transformation 1989-04-13

inspired by the teachings of pope francis salzman and lawler provide the first extended critical commentary on the 2018 ethical and religious directives for catholic health

care services erd proposing new ways forward for us catholic health care ethics that prioritize human dignity as their guiding principle



Solidarity Ethics 2014

the changing pattern of contemporary media is one of the most striking and important transformations of our age this major new work seeks to understand the implications

of a series of mediated processes in relation to public cultures and modern identities in the transformation of the media the author leads the reader through a number of

complex theoretical issues connecting the nature of modern communication to the affects this has on our common moral and ethical lives most significantly he argues that

a number of perspectives as diverse as marxism post modernism liberalism communitarianism and technological determinism can all be found wanting in this regard the

transformation of the media attempts to situate the media and more theoretical concerns within a broad sociological framework the volume adds to our shared

understanding of the media s relation to contemporary cultural transformations including globalisation the development of informational capitalism the changing nature of

the public sphere and the impact of new social movements more specifically through a discussion of the new media order and the rwandan genocide a critical prism is

held up to existing debates concerning the globalisation of the media key features an extremely topical and accessible analysis of the media s implications for

contemporary cultural transformations combines a theoretical and empirical approach presents complex theoretical ideas in an accessible way this book will be essential

reading for students studying globalisation the global media new media technology identity and cultural development in cultural studies media studies and sociology and

politics courses

The Transformation of Culture 1995

around the world religion is an increasingly vital and pervasive force in both personal and public life though this trend has been widely noted its long term implications are

as yet only dimly perceived will this be a force for healing or for violence to express the question to its most dramatic yet urgent form can the world s major religious

traditions respond constructively to contemporary challenges in the public sphere that are now by definition global religion and ethics in a globalizing world seeks to

address this question and to contribute to a greater understanding of the role of religion in the paradoxical context of a world that is increasingly unified but which remains



fundamentally plural

Pope Francis and the Transformation of Health Care Ethics 2021-06-01

the ethics of human animal relationships is a growing field of academic research and a topic for public discussion and regulatory interventions from law makers

governments and private institutions human animal relationships are in transformation and understanding the nature of this process is crucial for all those who believe that

the enlargement of moral and legal recognition to nonhuman animals is part of contemporary moral and political progress understanding the nature of this process means

analysing and critically discussing the philosophical scientific and legal concepts and arguments embedded in it this book contributes to the discussion by bringing together

the ideas and reflections of leading experts from different disciplinary backgrounds and with a range of scientific perspectives this book both provides an up to date

examination of the transformation of human animal relationships and presents ideas to foster this process

The Transformation of the Media 2014-06-06

sovereign nation states which were formed in the context of major war have been deeply exclusionary in their dealings with minority cultures and alien outsiders in this

book andrew linklater claims that globalization the pacification of core areas of the world economy and ethnic revolt challenge these traditional practices as a result new

forms of political community and citizenship have become possible in an original synthesis of recent developments in social and political theory the transformation of

political community argues for new forms of political community which are cosmopolitan sensitive to cultural differences and committed to reducing material inequalities the

book provides a bold account of post westphalian societies and the ethical principles which should inform their external relations linklater argues for political communities

in which human relations are governed by dialogue and consent rather than power and force the transformation of political community will be of interest to students and

academics in international relations politics and sociology



Religion and Ethics in a Globalizing World 2011-02-14

as advances in disruptive technologies transform politics and increase the velocity of information and policy flows worldwide the public is being confronted with changes

that move faster than they can comprehend there is an urgent need to analyze and communicate the ethical issues of these advancements in a perpetually updating

digital world data is becoming the dominant basis for reality this new world demands a new approach because traditional methods are not fit for a non physical space like

the internet applied ethics in a digital world provides an analysis of the ethical questions raised by modern science technological advancements and the fourth industrial

revolution and explores how to harness the speed accuracy and power of emerging technologies in policy research and public engagement to help leaders policymakers

and the public understand the impact that these technologies will have on economies legal and political systems and the way of life covering topics such as artificial

intelligence ai ethics digital equity and translational ethics this book is a dynamic resource for policymakers civil society ceos ethicists technologists security advisors

sociologists cyber behavior specialists criminologists data scientists global governments students researchers professors academicians and professionals

Human/Animal Relationships in Transformation 2022-02-11

digital transformation doesn t just raise ethical issues it in itself is an ethical shift business leaders today are struggling to manage conflicting imperatives those of the

emerging digital world and those of the bureaucratic world of the past the act of digital transformation requires a deep change in the moral outlook and ethical

assumptions of a business but how do we get there enterprise strategist and author mark schwartz shows how we need to learn to think differently about relationships

with customers and employees that the ethics of digital transformation is a matter of cultivating and applying virtues rather than applying rules ethics is not just a matter of

refraining from doing bad things it s a matter of building the world we want and it s the job of company executives featuring a chapter on bullshit a handy chart of excuses

for bad behavior and schwartz s typically paradoxical blend of deep insight and pasta jokes this book guides business leaders as they struggle to adapt their bureaucratic

framework of ethics to the emerging landscape of the digital world by the end of the book business leaders will rethink what it takes to be an ethical organization



Religion and Ethics in a Globalizing World 2011

the philosophical study of technology has acquired only recently a voice in academic conversation this situation is due in part to the fact that technology obviously impacts

on the real world whereas the favored stereotype of philosophy allegedly does not furthermore in some circles it was assumed that philosophy ought not impinge on the

world this bias continues today in the form of a general dismissal of the growing area now referred to as applied philosophy by contrast the academic scrutiny of science

has for the most part been accepted as legitimate for some 30 years primarily because it has been conducted in a somewhat ethereal manner this is in part because it

was believed that science being pure one could think even philosophically about science without jeopardizing one s intellectual purity since world war ii however

practitioners of the metascientific arts have come to ac knowledge that science also shows signs of having touched down on numerous occasions in what can only be

identified as the real world no longer able to keep this banal truth a secret purists have sought to defuse its import by stressing the difference between pure and applied

science and lest science be tainted by contact with the world through its applications they have devoted additional energy to separating applied science somehow from

technology

Transformation of Political Community 2013-05-03

essential for anyone who uses computers in clinical practice and cares about the ethical issues that arise in their work

Applied Ethics in a Digital World 2021-11-19

wealth transformation addresses the purpose of a moral structure and why we should reject the corruption lack of ethics and immorality that have altered the behavior of

government leaders businesses and even families in our society cheryl scheuer uses her thirty plus years experience in education corporate business and spiritual pursuits

to dynamically show the nature of the laws of attraction her unique understanding will give you rich insights plus practical applications for all facets of conducting your



business activities as well as enriching your personal relationships

Adaptive Ethics for Digital Transformation 2023

this book makes a case for rights and responsibilities to be expressed through a cosmopolitan praxis based on developing strong cosmopolitan approaches this developed

approach respects a form of cultural or national identity that is not at the expense of others the environment or future generations this new stoicism is based on a sense of

responsibility for others the book also explores systemic ethical praxis in response to the vexed challenge of how to bridge the false dualism of pitting the environment

versus profit systemic ethics and non anthropocentric stewardship implications for transdisciplinarity and cosmopolitan politics is organized into seven chapters the book

begins by providing readers with an understanding of the way in which cosmopolitanism like all social concepts is shaped by diverse definitions and applied differently by

theorists and those that engage in transformative praxis it also develops an argument based on considering the empirical consequences of social economic and

environmental decisions on the quality of life of current and future generations the next chapter critiques anthropocentricism and explores how policy makers develop

agreements on what constitutes and supports the wellbeing of the planet rather than the gdp the book then explores the options for social democracy and ways to

enhance an ethical approach to post national governance and argues for participatory democracy and governance to respond to diversity within and across national

boundaries the following chapters reflect upon the author s own participatory action research process and examines the transformations that can arise through critical

systemic thinking and practice next the book makes the case for systemic ethical governance that is able to manage consumption before concluding with a final look at

the book s approach based on critical heuristics

Moral Vision and National Transformation 2014-03-01

new technology always raises compelling ethical questions as those in medicine increasingly depend on computers and other intelligent machines the intersection of ethics

computing and the health professions grows much more complex and significant this book attempts systematically to identify and address the full range of ethical issues



that arise when intelligent machines are used in medicine nursing psychology and allied health professions it maps and explores a variety of important issues and

controversies including ethics and evaluation in computational medicine patient and provider confidentiality responsibility for use of computers in medicine appropriate use

of decision support systems outcomes of research and computational prognosis including mortality predictions and computer based biomedical research especially meta

analysis this book is accessible to participants in the fields of bioethics and medical informatics it is appropriate for physicians nurses administrators ethicists health

attorneys advanced undergraduates and graduate students

Technological Transformation 2012-12-06

in his preface to the english edition apel identified with critical theory explains that the title of his two volume german collection connotes both a reconstruction of the

process of hermeneutic transformation in recent philosophy and the author s semiotical transformation of transcendental logic the emphasis here is on the latter with

discussions of the a priori nature of language per wittgenstein peirce and chomsky and its implications for a rational foundation for ethics in modern science includes a

new foreword name index only annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology 2015

business schools have been criticized for several things such as lacking relevance a too weak ethics orientation dated paradigms or commercialization simultaneously

there has been much positive change and accelerated dynamics toward forming future ready companies and graduates this book outlines how to better understand and

master the digital transformation challenge it is essential that business school deans program directors and faculty members embrace new opportunities to bring the un

backed principles of responsible management education prme to life successfully part of the humanism in business series this book constitutes a valuable resource for

leaders in universities and business schools as well as individual faculty members aspiring to optimize how they respond to digital transformation it can also be of use to

those studying responsible management education leadership and business ethics more generally



Wealth Transformation 2010-01-01

there is little doubt that sympathy plays a pivotal role in aesthetic as well as moral experience yet also little agreement on how to describe this connection and its long

history this volume investigates the changes in the concept of sympathy as well as its rhetorical poetical and ethical functions from antiquity to the threshold of

romanticism the focus is on sympathy s development from a cosmological principle expressing the coherence correspondence and unity of all things into a theoretical key

concept of intersubjectivity informing moral philosophy criticism and literature thus sympathy in transformation offers important insights into the many ways in which when

sympathy migrates into diverse discourses in early modernity its ancient origins dwindle out of sight while some of its central elements re emerge in a surprising manner

Systemic Ethics and Non-Anthropocentric Stewardship 2014-10-01

according to objectivist david kelley financier michael milken has done more for mankind than humanitarian mother teresa working from this statement then athena said

examines objectivism a philosophy founded by ayn rand and ultimately concludes in opposition to essential claims of objectivism that other people are a fundamental part

of reality relying in part upon economic theory decision theory under uncertainty and game theory then athena said examines unilateral transfers including charity

childrearing bequests retribution gifts favors forgiveness and various infringements against persons or property within the objectivist framework

Ethics, Computing, and Medicine 1998

now featuring a new afterword pandemic ethics from two eminent scholars comes a provocative examination of bioethics and our culture s obsession with having it all

without paying the price shockingly the united states has among the lowest life expectancies and highest infant mortality rates of any high income nation yet as amy

gutmann and jonathan d moreno show we spend twice as much per capita on medical care without insuring everyone a remarkable highly readable journey judy woodruff

sure to become a classic on bioethics everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die explores the troubling contradictions between expanding medical



research and neglecting human rights from testing anthrax vaccines on children to using brain science for marketing campaigns providing a clear and compassionate

presentation library journal of such complex topics as radical changes in doctor patient relations legal controversies over in vitro babies experiments on humans

unaffordable new drugs and limited access to hospice care this urgent and incisive history is required reading for anyone with a heartbeat andrea mitchell

Towards a Transformation of Philosophy 1998

these essays define transformation by blending the familiar with the conflicted and plural transformation refers to the shifting ground in our present culture between the

familiar and the unfamiliar these essays are viewed as examples of new intellectual genres rather than theories if they do belong to a post theoretical intellectual genre of

writing it is because they blend philosophical vocabularies with expressions of curiosity novelty and plurality

The Future of Responsible Management Education 2023-03-25

the philosopher s stone the principle of individuation personal identity the world is the mirror of the self the highest good individual and community transformation of the

self through christ outpourings of the inner fire experiential expressivism and religious pluralism

Sympathy in Transformation 2018-10-08

Then Athena Said 2006



Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die: Bioethics and the Transformation of Health Care in

America 2019-08-27

Transformations in Personhood and Culture After Theory 1994

Transformation of the Self in the Thought of Schleiermacher 2008-04-24
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